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Central Washington University

Pool closure
due to turbid
water

State
slaps tvvo
education
progranis

by Mike Radice
Staff reporter

by Mark Eaton
Managing editor
Central's School of Professional Studies was given its
second standing eight count but
is still in the ring thanks to a
three knockdown rule.
After the State Board of
Education placed the School
Counselor Program and the
Teacher Education Program on
probation last Thursday, Ron
Frye, dean of Professional
Studies, was confident both
programs will be re-certified
by November.
In a statement issued Monday, Dean Frye said, "We view
the loss ofapproval (probation)
as temporary and due to procedural problems, such as
documentation of course work
and field experiences, not issues related to the quality of
our graduates.
"Central is working closely
with the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction
to rectify all deficiencies."
The deficiencies found in the
programs were all related to
the Washington Administrative Code (WAC).
The code requires eolleges to
instruct student teachers how
to meet the needs of students
in specific areas, such as ethnic
diversity, classroom discipline,
how to report suspected child
abuse and other special circumstances.
Central failed to show that
new WAC standards were being met or documented.
''We have to produce people
who know their rights and responsibilities," Frye said.
. The loss of certification does
not shut down the Teacher
Education Program for this fall.
Fall is usually the quarter with
the largest number of applications.
If the program is approved in
November there will be no interruption at all, said Frye.
In Monday's statement Frye
said, ''Wewillcontinuetoadmit
students to the Teacher Education Program and School
Counselor Program through
fall quarter 1991."
IfCentral's programs are not
reapproved in November it
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''They also suggest that if the
epoxy isn't mixed properly, a
cloudy effect in the water can
result."
If you're thinking a nice, reBut whose responsibility is it
laxing swim after a long day of
to
fix the problem? According
classes and studying is just
to
Holman,
it's Levernier's.
what you need, think again.
"Our
position
on this is we
The university pool is closed.
believe
it's
their
responsibilty
It has been for quite some time.
to
remedy
the
problem
at no
The problem is evident. Its
additional
cost
to
the
univercause, however, is somewhat
sity," he said." While they are
of a mystery.
in
the process of fixing it,
The pool was drained for in[Le
vernier]
has reserved the
spection in mid-Augustbecause
right
whether
or not to accept
of the water's turbid, or cloudy,
fault."
consistency.
If Levernier refuses to accept
The pool had to be drained
fault,
it is possible further
despite attempts to remedy the
problem with the use of chemi- compensation will be requested.
cals.
Even though a subcontt·actor
"The water appeared to be
was
hired to prepare the pool
filled with a chalky material
surfacA,
it is always the rethat prevented even seeing the
sponsi
lility
of the general
pool floor," said John Holman,
contractor
to
ensure work is
director of Facilities Managedone properly.
ment.
The tentative date for
We had to drain the pool so
completion
is Nov.l, however,
the contractor would be able to
that
deadline
becomes more
inspect and correct the problem
suspect
as
each
day passes,
in a timely manner, noted
according
to
Holman.
Holman.
"In the past, Levernier has
Levernier Contracting, a
always
taken care of things,"
Spokane-based firm was hired
he
said.
"We just want them to
to build the pool. The firm is
do
the
right
thing."
also in charge of, and responThe
university
refuses to
sible for, hiring subcontractors
to finish various specialized recognize the pool until it is
jobs.Asubcontractorwashired complete. The contract has
by Levernier to prepare the been open for over two years.
Some people are very fruspool to hold water.
When a pool is prepared to trated by the problems plaguhold water, it is usually sand- ing the pool.
Assistant swim coach and
blasted, painted, and then
coated with a waterproofepoxy. University Pool Manager Lori
After the epoxy has had suffi- Clark is one of those people.
cient time to cure, the pool The pool closure has forced the
should be ready to hold water. swim team to practice at the
city pool. This has proven to be
But something went wrong.
hard
on the team.
"For whatever reason, pre"We
are used to practicing
liminary inspection suggests
four
hours
a day. At the city
poor surface preparation and
improper mixing of the epoxy pool, we have to take any time
caused the cloudy effect," they can give us. This works
out to 90 minutes a day," she
Holman said.
said.
"But as of now, the exact
The fact that there is no high
problem has yet to be deterdive,
coupled with the fact that
mined."
the
low
dive is not ofregulation
If the epoxy did fail, it probsize,
leaves
the divers in an
ably allowed the release ofpaint
odd
situation.
and small particles of cement
''The divers are forced to keep
into the water, causing the
to
"dry land" workouts," Clark
problem.
said.
Tnemek Coating, a Kansas
Although frustrated, Clark
City firm that supplied the
feels
it's important to keep
epoxy, will be supplying more
things
in a positive light.
at no extra cost, noted Holman.
''This
early in the season, it's
"It's their [Tnemek's] contennot
so
bad.
We have some great
tion that the pool surface wasn't
athletes
this
year. They'll do
properly prepared," Holman
just
fine,"
she
said.
said.
1

Christopher Ston&'University Relations

Shaun Escure, sophomore, sinks his teeth into some of
the free food at the Wildcat Welcome Barbecue.
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Official slapped after suggesting bathrooni proper place to urinate

A

Central official was
assaulted early
Thursday morning
by two men as he was walking by Moore Hall. He
encounter the two as they
were urinating outside and
suggested that a bathroom
would be more appropriate.
One individual became
hostile and asked the official
''Who the f_ are you?" The
official informed them of his
name and posjtion. The
individual then slapped the
official in the face and ran
away. Police have no suspects, but have described the
man as being a white male,
approximately six feet tall,
190 pounds, and wearing a
light t-shirt and a dark
baseball cap.

A man, described as
'visibly intoxicated' by
campus security, was asked
to leave Barto Hall Friday,

after causing a disturbance
in the lobby. He was speaking very loudly, and was
asked by an LGA to keep his
voice down. The man became
very abusive to the LGA, who
then contacted campus
security. Officers found the
man in a room and he admitted that his behavior was
caused by alcohol He agreed
to leave the area and not to
cause any further problems.

Police were asked to
check the welfare of a
man living in Muzzall Hall
on Sept. 21, when he became
threatening and abusive
after taking "Hot Stuff'', a
stimulant used for body
building. The individual said
he wanted to get in a fight
and hurt someone. When
staff confronted him, he said
this was the first time he had
used "Hot Stuff'', and that it
might have made him more
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CAMPUS COPS
by Joe Butler

agressive . . He did say that he
would not go looking for a
fight that evening, but would
"chill out" in his room.
Muzzall staff described him
as emotionally stable and
very cooperative.

A Wilson Hall man was
cited with a minor in possession and consumption of
alcohol on Friday in front of
the 'A' section of Student
Village. Police watched the
man walk south from Student Village, drink from a
can of beer, and keep on
walking. The man looked
back, saw officers, and tried
to put the beer can in the
waistband of his pants. He
was confronted, and admitted

his age was 18. He was
issued an MIP and released.
The beer can was destroyed
at the scene.

Both a wooden fire lane
gate and an electronic
gate at the Student Village
were broken in a three-day
period. Police could not find
any suspects or witnesses fto
the Sept. 25-28 rampage.
Damage was estimated at
$20 for the electronic gate
and $15 for the fire lane gate.
A Moore Hall man who
had injured his ankle while
playing soccer outside of
Nicholson Pavillion Sept. 24,
asked campus security for
assistance. He requested

some ice for his ankle, but
police told him that he must
go to the University Health
Center. Officers transported
him there.
He says he must have
stepped in a hole or a crevass
in the field.

A woman from Al-Monty
twisted her ankle on a speed
bump in the parking area of
the Campus Village apartments Friday. She was
carried back to Al-Monty by
friends, and was later transported to Kittitas Valley
County Hospital for treatment.
A washing machine on
the second floor of
Muzzall was damaged by a
screwdriver Sept. 24. The
coin box was pried open, but
no entry was gained, said
police. Damage was estimated at $30.
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Don't Drink And Drive.
'Wl.shington Traffic Safety c.ommission
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MANE ATIRACTION
HAIR DESIGN FOR MEN AND WOMEN
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,. . Specializing in
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•Predsion Haircuts
•Perming -spiral & transfer perms
•Weaves, colors, highlighting, cellophanes

Hair Care Products From ...
•Gold well
•Kanza & Sabastian
OPEN MONDAY - SATURDAY
EVENING APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE
STUDENT DAYS MON & TUES
$3.00 OFF HAIRCUTS

423 North Pearl Street
Located behind Jaguars
Call 925-3159 for an appointment

cwu

1991 Homecoming SK Fun Run
October 19th 11:30 AM
Start & Finish: Nicholson
Pavilion
$5.00 per person
(Participants receive a T-Shirt & Water bottle)
This event is in conjunction
with Timex/Reebok
Fitness Week Prizes include:
•Reebok Tennis Shoes
•Timex Watches
•Timex/Reebok T-Shirts

Sign-up at the
Recreation Office
SUB 212 or call
963-3512 for
information.

would not shut down the program completely. Frye said
students in the program would
have two years to complete their
degree.
Central's Administrative
Education Program did receive
certification by the State Board.
Central requested the State
Board re-evaluate the two programs by late October or early
November.
The visiting team will then
give a recommendation to the
State Board at its Nov. 21-22
meeting in Spokane.
Dean Frye is confident Central will receive a positive recommendation.
"We are confident that our
programs will be approved and
that we will remain among the
the state's largest and best."
Frye said he doesn't feel
Central is being singled out by
the state, in spite of the fact the
Central's was the only program
visited by an inspection team.
"The state is saying - we've
established standards and we
are going.to see them through,"
said Frye.

Free
math
help
If you have ever struggled to
compute 15 percent of your
dinner bill to tip your waitress correctly, you may want
to schedule an Oct. 10 visit to
hear the lecture, "Mental
Arithmetic: Facts and Figuring."
Visiting psychology professor Lyle Bourne, from the
University of Colorado, will
make the 4 p.m. free presentation at Central's Psychology Building 4 71, addressing
questions from how people do
math in their heads to how to
improve mental mathematics.

207 WEST EIGHTH
ELLENSBURG, WA.
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There's a ne"W ga1ne in to"Wn
SUB Games Room cleans its shelves for new games with new prices

by Joe Butler
Staff reporter

Regular visitors to the SUB
Games Room may wonder
why their old, familiar video
games have disappeared.
And equally mysterious,
how did 30 new video games
appear in their place overnight?
The answer is the Games
Room changed its video game
contractor at the end of September.
The Games Room closed its
doors at noon last Thursday
and reopened at 6 p.m. the
same day with a room completelyfull ofdifferent games.
"Basically, Automat's [the
previous contractor] contract
ran out at the end of last
month," said Thomas Vance,
assistant manager of the
Games Room.
''We took several bids from
different companies and
ended up settling on Central
Music & Vending," said
Vance.

One noticeable difference
between Automat and Central Music & Vending, both
Yakima-based companies, is
that players use quarters instead of tokens.
Previously, players had exc11anged one dollar for five
tokens.
The new company has some
advantages, according to
manager Gisella Zuniga.
''They will keep moving in
new games each month and
rotating out ones that aren't
so popular," she said, "so there
will be continuous new
games."
Zuniga also likes Central
Music & Vending's policy of
service.
''They will come in weekly to
check the games, and they will
also come if called at other
times," Zuniga said.
She add-ed that even over
last weekend, when two machines had some problems, the
company came right over and
fixed them.
Student reaction to the new

games has been positive.
"There is a lot of enthusiasm about the new games,"
said Vance. "Students have
been asking for pinball for a
long time, and now there are
four machines."
Sophomore Mark Sebring,
who considers himself a
"regular" at the Games Room,

"They will keep
moving in new
games each month
and rotating out
ones that aren't so
popular."
-Gisella Zuniga,
games room manager
said the new games are "considerably better" than
Automat's.
"These games will bring
considerably more business."
Zuniga said that Automat

contracted for the Garnes
Room "for as long as I can
remember."
"Some of the games have
been around since I was in
high school," said Mike
Trujillo, a Central sophomore
and an Ellensburg native.
"Road Blasters, even Asteroids ... I'm glad they
changed."
Along with pinball and the
20 or so video games, there is
also an electronic dart machine, and plans for an electronicjukebox, along with the
regular pool and ping-pong
tables.
Vance hopes that new
people as well as regulars
will come in, see the games,
and bring their friends. He is
also planning to offer video
game tournaments this
quarter.
''We are seeing more new
faces, more new enthusiasm,
because we offer more entertainment," Vance said.

BEFORE TRUSTING YOUR FUTURE
TO ANY COMP~ ASI{ FOR
SOME LETTERS OF REFERENCE.

Y°

.u put mo.re than just your savings
mto a retirement company. You put
in your trust and hopes for the future,
too. So before you choose one, ask some
questions. How stable is the company?
How solid are its investments? How sound
is its overall financial health?
A good place to start looking for answers
is in the ratings of independent analysts.
Three companies, all widely recognized
resources for finding out how strong a
financial services company really is, gave
TIAA their top grade.

IN THE FINAL ANALYSIS, TIAA
IS LEITER-PERFECT.
TIAA received A+ from A.M. Best Co.,
AAA from Standard & Poor's and Aaa
from Moody's Investors Service. These
ratings reflect TIAA's reliable claims-paying
ability, exceptional financial strength,
superior investment performance, and low
expenses. With its guaranteed rate of return
and opportunity for dividends, TIAA is
one of less than ten companies, out of

2,200 nationwide, that received these
highest marks.

CREF. FOURMORELETTERS
EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW.
For further growth potential and divusif1cation, there's the CREF variable armuity
with four different investment acco.unts to
give you the flexibility you want as you
save for the future.
Together, TIAA and CREF form the
nation's largest private retirement system,
with over $95 billion in assets and more
than 70 years of experience serving the
education community. For over one million
people nationwide, the only letters to
remember are TIAA-CREF.

,------------SEND NOW FORA FREE
RETIREMENT INVESTMENT KIT,
including a Specwl R,·port on TIAA investments.
Mad this coupon to: TIAA-CREF. Dept. QC.
730 Third Avenue. New York, NY !0017. Or call
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The most reusable piece ofplastic on campus.

The AT&T Calling Card will never go to waste. You can use it to make a call from almost anywhere·to anywhere.

Once you have one, you'll never need to apply for another. And its the least expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial

direct. Whats more, if you get your Calling Card now, you'll get a free hours worth of AT&T long distance calling.* D Of course, when you

use your Calling Card you'll always be connected to the reliable service you've come to expect from AT&T. D And when you get your

Calling Card, you'll become a member of AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products and services designed to save students

time and money. D So, as you see, theres only one way to describe the AT&T Calling Card in todays college environment. Indispensable.

Get an AT&T Calling Card today. Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4811.
*Good for one hour of direct-dialed, coast-to-coast, night and weekend calling, based on prices effective 2/16/91. Offer limited to one $8.25 AT&T Long Distance Certificate per
student. Offer valid through June 30, 1992.
©1991 AT&T

AT&T
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Campus Police Chief search continues
by Stephen N eufel
Staff reporter
Adding to the many
changes occuring at Central, we may have a new
Police Chief by Nov. 1.
The Police Chief Search
Committee has interviewed the top six candidates out of 40 applicants
and will make a final decision soon.
During the past week, the
candidates have been on
campus for interviews and
polygraph testing.
Each was asked a set of

15 standard questions
ranging from their experience with diverse populations, security issues,
community law enforcement philosophy, to responses to a role play, said
Ken McMullen, assistant
to the Director of Facilities Management John
Holman.
A national ad campaign
was initiated in July to
find the replacement for
Chief Al Teeples who departed last June to take a
new police chief job in the

Are you interested
in working for
The Observer?
Call 963-1073

Rittereiser has been with
the Central Police Department since Aug. 1983.
Though Ri ttereiser
wouldn't comment on specific plans if he were permanently appointed chief,
he said the department's
goal has been "providing a
safe environment for education."
In addition, he says he
has a vested interest in
the community
he chose to make home. "I
live here. I care."

Computer misuse in MEC
by David Zimmerman
Staff reporter
The director of Central's personal computer center was demoted July 1 due to evidence of
computer misuse.
A state audit, prompted in
June by an internal audit, confirmed allegations that Ernie
Garcia, former director of
Central's Micro Evaluation
Center (MEC), used the MEC
to distribute pornographic
materials, conduct personal
business, play video games,
and violated federal software
copyright laws.
The original intent ofthe MEC
was to let users evaluate personal computer (PC) hardware

Artistry
~ ~~

~~

Samuelson Union
Hours: 7:30-3:30

The top six candidates
were invited to Central for
further interview.
Some qualifications for
the job involve the ability
to plan and institute safety
and staff training programs, develop operating
budgets, work in cooperation with local law enforcement agencies, and
coordination of shifts and
assignments.
Acting Police qhief Steve
Rittereiser is among the
hopeful candidates. ,
A 1982 Central graduate,

Seattle area after 11 years
at Central. All 40 applicants were reviewed and
given a ranking by each
committee member.
The search committee
includes Ellensburg Police
Chief Hal Rees; Kittitas
County Sheriff Bob
McBride; BOD President
Eric Peter; Committee
Chair Ron Munson, who is
the supervisor of Environmental Health and Safety
Department; and eight
other Central staff and
faculty members.

~v~.....~
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and software before making a
purchase.
According to the auditor's report, Garcia used a computer
in the center to copy pornographic files and store them on
his university-owned office PC.
The pornographic files, which
included detailed pictures of
oral sex and female masturbation, were also made available
through a dial-in bulletin board
service, which has since been
shut down.
The report also said that ,
Garcia had violated federal
software copyright laws by
copying and using both "Lotus
1-2-3" and "PC Anywhere."
Central could be fined from
$500 to $100,000 for each vio'

Eileen & Co.

Hair Designs October Special

Perms with Shawn

TUESDAYS

~"Z" ~
ONLY
418 N Pine

$35.~0

Long Hair Extra
New Clients Only

lation.
James Haskett, director of
Central's Computer Services
and Garcia's supervisor, is unaware of any lawsuits by either software manufacturer.
In response to the auditor's
report, Garcia said, "Basically,
what they're saying about me
is absolutely untrue." Garcia
also said, "It's just all nonsense,
and we're going to prove that.
They're trying to blame me for
something a couple of students
did, apparently."
Garcia is challenging his demotion before the state's
Higher Education Personnel
Board with support from the
state employee's union. A
hearing has been scheduled for
Oct. 7. Garcia is still employed
by Central as a programmer/
analyst.
Meanwhile, Central's Micro
Evaluation Center, now called
the Desktop Computer Support
Center, has resumed normal
operations. "[The investigation] is over with and closed.
We are back on track," said
Haskett.

925-9715

Hickory Stripe

Bib
Overalls
• 10-oz. 1001/e Cotton
Hickory Stripe
•High Back

•· Elaatlc Strap Inserts
• Tripi.Stitched Suma
• Double Companment
Blb Pocket
• Hammer Loop, Piiar and
Rule Pockets

• Retnforced Uned Pockets
M8de In U.s.A. ainCe 1903

$26.49

EXPLORE MARINE CORPS OFFICER PROGRAMS, SEE CAPT BROOKS AND GYSGT
ANDREWS AT THE SUB 8 OCT. FROM 10:00 AM TO 2:00 PM OR CALL 1-800-283-USMC
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PROGRAM OPEN TO FRESHMEN THROUGH SENIORS.
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Housing squeezing theni in or squeezing thein out
by Shannon Sparks
Staff reporter

Central students are finding
their housing problems have
changed from last year-from
not finding on-campus housing to not finding enough room
in campus housing.
Because of an overhaul in
Central admission policies
along with increased dormitory
capacities, only six students
found themselves in temporary
housing in Courson Hall this
fall.
These six students were
placed in permanent housing
Sept. 27, according to Housing
Program Assistant Shirleen
Sterkel.
Last year, students were left
scrambling for places to live
months into fall quarter. According to Sterkel, they had
185 students in Courson Hall
at this time last year.
A lower number of incoming
freshmen, an increase in offcampus accommodations and
the new housing policy have
eased some of the pressure on
housing.
The drop in incoming fresh-

men can be explained by tighter
admission standards and an
earlier cut-off date for applications.
According to James Pappas,
dean of Admissions and
Records, this year Central has
900 incoming freshmen compared to 1, 133 in 1990.
The state allots Central 6,270
full-time equivalent (FTE)
students and the school is fined
if they exceed this number by
more than two percent.
Consequently, the registrar
is forced to juggle Central's
growth with the available room
on campus and state regulations. Even with tightened admissions, Central's estimated
FTE students number around
6,700.
In an attempt to provide students with rooms while working with the same budget,
Central has increased the
number of students per dorm
room and reorganized other
rooms.
This new policy has, in
Kamola Hall resident Art Williams' opinion, "Taken the hall
away from the students."
Housing has converted study
rooms to dorm rooms and in-

creased many room capacities
by one. This increased capacitymakes dormitory living even
more cramped than before, according to Kamola resident
Johnette DeBoer.
This new policy has left students such as Williams and

-

DeBoer angered.
Pappas is empathetic, but has
no solutions until the state increases Central's FTE student
allotment more. Central has
been granted 181 more FTE
students this year and an additional 180 next year.

•Quality coffee
• Fresh Baked goods
• Italian Sodas
• Fast Friendly Service

Cl 1991 Hewlett-Packard Company PGl2102B
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We need
layout and
design
people. Call
963-1073
~KIM'S

GEMSTONE
CUTTING
fine jewelry - jewelry repair
gem faceting - polishing

HIGH QUALITY
FAST SERVICE
SPECIAL ORDERS
Diamonds - Rubies
Emeralds - Sapphire5
Ellensburg Blues
Amethyst
Semi-precious Stones
109 w 3rd. 925-4900
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More and more PhDs across the
country are recommending HewlettPackard financial and scientific
calculators to their students. And
for some very strong reasons.
"The HP 48SX Scientific Expandable
has powerful graphics tools that are
remarkably helpful to students learning mathematical concepts. And
with the equation solver feature, it's
excellent for applying mathematics
to engineering;' according to Dr.
William Rahm eyer, a professor of civil
and environmental engineering at
Utah State University.
"The HP Business Consultant II has
an equation solver and extensive

math functions. These free the students from computational tedium
•so they can think and interact on a
.••higher level;' says Dr. Lee V. Stiff, a
professor of math education at North
Carolina State University.
So go check out the HP calculator
line at your college bookstore or HP
retailer. You'll agree, there's no faster
relief from the pain of tough problems.
HP calculators. The best for your
success.
j
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Library hours return to Inidnight
New Dean appointed to Library Services
by Heidi Gruber
Editor

The controversy last year
over Central's library hours
seems to be resolved as a new
dean of Library Services steps
in.
"The hours the library had
been open in the past were not
appropriate for a university,"
said Dr. Gary Lewis, the newly
appointed dean of Library
Services.
The library will now be open
from 7:30 a.m. until midnight
Monday through Thursday.
Previously the library opened

at 7:50 a.m. and closed at 10
p.m.
Friday the library will open
at 7:30 a.m. and close at5 p.m.
Weekend hours have also
been extended. The library
will open at 9 a.m. and close at
5 p.m. on Saturday, but on
Sunday the library will open
at 1 p.m. and close at midnight.
There are some departments
within the library that will
close earlier, however. Those
departments are: Media Circulation, which will be open
only Monday through Friday
from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m. Gov-

ernment Documents, the
Computer Lab and the Music
Library will close at 10 p.m.
instead of midnight.
Also, the reference area will
be open until midnight with a
reference librarian available
until 10 p. m. and student assistants available to midnight.
The hours the library will be
open during finals week will
also be extended.
Another policy change concerns the check-out period for
graduate students. Prior to
this quarter, graduate students could check out materials for a maximum of two

weeks, the same as undergraduate students. Under the
new policy, graduate students
have a 30-day check-out period.
There has also been a 50
percent increase in the
amount of money spent on
student employees for the library which Dr. Lewis said,
"is a real strong statement
toward service."
Before comingto Central, Dr.
Lewis was library director of
North Adams State College in
Massachusetts.
Dr. Lewis says he isn't solely
responsible for the new

changes. He is simply helping
to find answers and supporting decisions.
"The solutions have always
been there," Lewis said.
Lewis wants Central's library to be brought up-to-date
and acknowledges changes in
the library are far from over.
Library automation is one of
his highest priorities.
Currently there are plans for
a computerized card catalog
which could be in the library
as soon as next fall and there
are plans to build a library
annex.

Retired Central Dean dies
Frank A. Schneider, Sr., 70,
dean emeritus of library services at Central, died Sunday,
Sept. 22, at Memorial Hospital
in Yakima.
Dr. Schneider headed the library and instructional media
center from 1979 until his retirement in March.
He was born in Elizabeth,
New Jersey, and attended the
University of Dubuque, Iowa,
but interrupted his studies to
serve in the 26th Division in
World War II. He received the
Purple Heart, Silver Star for
gallantry, five battle stars and
the Infantry Badge.
"He was an honest-to-God

hero," said President Donald
Garrity, a close friend who gave
the eulogy at Dr. Schneider's
funeral on Sept. 26.
''The average person might be
in one or two battles, but to be
in five, that's incredible," said
Garrity.
Dr. Schneider married Mary
Ortega in 1941. He received
his B.A. from the University of
Dubuque, a B.A. in Library
Science from the University of
Minnesota and a Master's and
an Ed.D. from Arizona State
University.
He served as a high school
Frank A. Schnelder, dean
librarian
and coach at
emeritus of Library Services
South mountain High School in
Phoenix, Arizona.
"The kids loved him and many
of them still kept in touch,"
said Garrity.
Dr. Schneiderwenton to serve
as associate and acting director of the Arizona State Libraries; director, Mesa (Ariz.) Public Library; state librarian of
Delaware; director, Northern
Arizona University Libraries;
and director, San Francisco
State University Library prior
to joining Central.
During his tenure at Central,
r - - - - - - - - - -..........~-~------------. the library collection achieved
significant growth during
which it eclipsed the 500,000
volume mark. Student and
, faculty use more than quadrupled during the same period.
"Frank was proud of figures
that reflected student usage.
.
That's the only way to measure
'
. '<.,,.,
a student library," said Garrity.

~~DR.

IF YOU TAKE CARE OF
THE BUMPS AND
BRUISES,WE'LL TAKE
CARE OF THE SURGERY.
It's not the little costs of health care
you need protection against. It's the big ones.
But to get protection against
the higher costs, you've had to be covered
against the lower ones. And that, for many
of us, has made traditional health care
coverage unaffordable.
That's why Blue Cross introduced
BasicOne, a million dollars in coverage for
you and your family at up to 50% less than
the cost of traditional plans.
It doesn't cover the relatively less
expensive services. But it does protect you
from many of the high costs of hospitalization and surgery. So send in the coupon, stop
by our office, or call us today.
Because if you can afford about
half of what coverage often costs, you can't
afford not to have it.

MYRON LINDER
~.r DR. SANDY LINDER
ll
962-2570
Linder Chiropractic Center
1011 N. Alder ... next to campus

Burger or Shake
·~:.:;-·;. :·: ~ -:.·. Sale
. Now 99~ Each

Sale ends October 6
Choose a big, juicy Homestyle®Single
Burger or a great 16-oz. Dairy Queen® shake, in your choice of a rainbow of flavors. But hurry,
because something
this good just
can't last.

,--~-----------------,
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I
I
I

Please send me your free brochure on BasicOne, a million dollars in coverage for
about half the cost of traditional plans.
•
Name
.. •
,,~,
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City

State _ _ Zip _ _

Phone

Blue~
otwashing1onanc1Alaska

Lou Savage 506 N. Pine

I
II
I
I
1

L-------~62-579;!_ ________ _J
11:)1991. Blu• Cross of ~·., hington and Alaska. S•attl•. WA

A~re you interested in a medical plan
you can keep as long as you need?

At participating Dairy
Queen" Brazier" Stores.

TWO ELLENSBURG ·
LOCATIONS

10th & Alder
West Interchange

•

.

.
We Treat You Right® brazie'®

Dairy Queen'" stores are proud sponsors of the Children's Miracle Network
Telethon. which benefils local hospitals for children.

© AM o.a . Corp.11991

® Regu.s. Pa10fl . AMoa Corp.

SERVICE

Welcome back
Students
Specializing in
mestic & Forei
Auto Repair
Tune-ups
Engine Repair
Clutch Replacement
Brakes
asterCard/Visa Accepted
711 S. Main

925-4588
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Stea1n pipes unearthed and replaced
by Shannon Sparks
Staff reporter

If you have classes near 8th
or 9th avenue, you know the
phrase "walking to class" has
been replaced with running
and dodging fences and construction equipment.
The maze of confusion has
been caused by the replacement of steam pipes placed
under
the
walkways
throughout campus.
This construction has created its share of havoc on
campus and in student's lives.
- It has left Kamala Hall
without heat for over two
weeks. It has awakened
students at 6:30 a.m. (which
to university students is considered punishable by death).
And finally, it has kept all of
us wondering where in the
heck the next barracade will
appear.

But to those students who
wonder if all the disruption is
necessary, the answer is yes.
The old steam pipes, directly
under the sidewalks, caused
ground water to mix in and
corrode the pipes creating
what John Holman, director
of Central Facilities Management Department, calls "a
swiss cheese effect."
The holes in the pipes allowed steam to escape forcing
the plant to heat cold _water
rather than reheat liquified
steam. Abacas, a Seattle engineering firm, studied the
old pipes and concluded that
Central used more fuel to heat
the sidewalks than any other
facility on campus. One third
of all expended energy was
used to keep steam under our
sidewalks.
Consequently, Central was
picked to receive a $385,577
federal grant from the Insti-

tution_al Conservational
Program. The project will
replace the badly erroded
pipes with a new system with
concrete trenches that suspend the pipes below the
walkways.
The total cost of the project
is 1.2 million, but will be paid
back through increased utility savings in 4 years.
The grant came through
July 1, 1991 and, Holman
said, in an effort to minimize
inconvenience the project
was scheduled to begin after
summer session.
The completion date is
scheduled for Dec.12, 1991
and so far they are ahead of
schedule.
The 8th and 9th avenue
mall should be opened by
Oct.1 and no more heat losses
are scheduled for Kamala
Hall or any other dormitories.

Steam pipe replacement will continue into December

1sc111 mk-jet
pri11terthat
delll'e~ laserq11a/Jt1' pri11tlllfi 1}60 do/S
peri11ch1
11:,11otm11ch
1111"Rertha11
an al'eraRe

textlxxik.
a11dit
U'l'i!i/iS

011l1'fi1·e
po1111ds

money on
Macintosh
Here's the deal: We've paired some of the
most popular Apple® Macintosh® computers
with some of the most popular Apple printers. Buy one of the.se combinations, and save
big bucks. Got it? Good. Now get going.
Macintosh Classic

0

Macintosh LC

Save when you buv
an affordable ·
Macintosh Classic®
computer u•ith either
an Apple Style Writer
or an Apple Personal
LaserWri.ter'! LS

Rings
&
Things

This offer is available only for a limited time.
See your authorized Apple campus reseller
today for details.
And discover the power of Macin- • '.
tosh. The power to be your best~
"
Macintosh llsi

Save even more u·hen
you buy a Macintosh
LC comp_uter-our
most affordable color
s1 stem-u·ith either an
Apple St) le Writer or an
Apple Personal LaserWriter IS printer."

Save the most when
you buy a high-performance Macintosh l!si
computer with either
an Apple Personal
LaserWriter IS or an
Apple Personal LaserWriter NT printer."

1

1

-!d

~

302 N. Main

Ellensburg

Apple Style V:'nte1

Apple Pe1w11al Lruerl'<'riter LS

Apple Strlell'nter

Apple PernJ1wl LaserV:'nter LS

Apple Per:;o11al LaserWriter LS

Apple Pmm111/ La.wWriter ,\ T

·offer applies only IO a Macirnosh Cla&,ic with a bu ill-in hard disk
··Monllor sold separJtel\'.

The Company that believes
in you. Your credit is good
with us; for your next gift
let us help.

Guaranteed Instant Financing
No interest and Low Payments

For more information contact
Monte Bisson at the University Store
© 1991 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo. LaserWriter. Macinwsh. Stvle\X'riter. and "The power to be your best" are regis tered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc
Classic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer. Inc
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EDITORIAL
OBSERVANCE
Central's fall an
opportunity for
spring cleaning
o many, fall is a time of new beginnings, fresh
challenges, sweeping out the old and bringing in
the new. So it is with Central.
When one considers the problems Central has
faced in the past couple of years - from the Dean
Nicholson scandal, to the faculty's vote of no confidence in
Provost Robert Edington, to the loss of national and state
accreditation for the teacher education program, to the
numerous high-level administration resignations - one
has to ask where the responsibility lies. The buck has to
stop somewhere.
And as Harry Truman reminded us, that place is the
president's desk.
That President Donald Garrity is leaving is, arguably,
fitting and proper as the starting point for the school to
cleanse its sullied reputation. It is, perhaps, also
expedient that many Garrity-appointed administrators
have chosen this time to move on.
In January the Board of Trustees is expected to appoint a
new president.
With him or her will probably come fresh faces, ideas and
directions and, we hope, a certain enthusiasm and
vibrancy that is presently missing from our problemplagued school.
It is this opportunity that begs emphasis. Let's look
forward to our school's hopeful future, not dwell on its
recent, checkered past.

T

C

entral's education department has seen better
days.
For most of its history Central was known
as having the premier teacher education
program in the state. In fact, Washington State Normal
School, Central's earliest incarnation, was founded as a
school for teachers.
But the education department's reputation for
excellence has taken quite a beating lately. Last year the
department lost its national accreditation. Last week the
department lost its state accreditation.
What is going on?
While it is heartening to note that the department and
the administration are taking this matter seriously in
attempting to comply with certification standards, that
may be little consolation to students who have begun to
question the education department's viability.
Some students have no doubt chosen to study elsewhere
because of the loss of the Central's accreditation. Others
have opted to change majors.
It would be a shame if Central's revered education
department went from a valuable asset to an
embarrassing liability.
Let us hope that the education department takes
students' current concerns and future careers into
consideration in its attempts to recover its good name.
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Financial aid pays for more than school and necessities

T

here is no question about
it, education is an
extremely valuable
resource. An education is not only
valuable to the person who has
earned it, but it is valuable to our
entire society.
The educated are America's
problem solvers and leaders. The
government is adamant about
giving as many people as possible
the opportunity to receive a higher
education.
They want us to continue our
education after high school.
Thus, the government has
created programs to help put those
through college who cannot
afford to pay _for it themselves.
The most common program used
by needy students is financial aid.
Our government has faith that
those who receive financial aid
will complete their education and

'

HEIDI GRUBER
Editor
become an asset to America. But
unfortunately the current system
has various loopholes and is
misused and abused.
Students who meet the requirements to receive financial aid are
quarterly given a check to help
them pay for living expenses.
Their tuition is automatically
paid for.
How needy must you be to
acquire financial aid? Well. the
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surprise answer is it does not
matter. Almost anyone can obtain
financial aid. Whether you get it
or not depends on how far you are
willing to go when it comes to
manipulating the system.
Do not disqualify yourself from
receiving financial aid just
because your salary is too high.
"Even a family with a six-figure
income can sometimes qualify,"
reports a recent Changing Times
article meant to help parents of
college-age kids cope with rising
tuition costs.
What? Students with parents
who make $100,000 a year may
qualify. Yes. Do not automatically
disqualify yourself, there are
certain ways to fill out the
financial aid form that increase
your chances, advises the article.
The financial aid system does
not encourage people to save
money. You are penalized for
saving. In this respect, financial
· aid is similar to our nation's
flagging welfare system.
Those who abuse the financial
aid system may feel it does not
matter. They think~who is it
hurting? No one cares about it. It
is my decision." Well, it does
matter. I care and you should care,
too. These fakes are misusing the
money of honest tax-paying

Americans. It is money that could
definitely be better spent.
Besides the weakness in the
qualifying process, I am dissatisfied with the manner in which
financial aid is distributed to
students. Students are given a
check that is supposed to be for
necessities.
Unfortunately the term necessities is too subjective for some
students to handle. Hence, it is not
uncommon for financial aid
money to be spent on unnecessary
items such as beer, stereo equipment and car accessories.
If students can afford extravagances, they can afford to pay for
their own living expenses.
I overheard a woman tell her
boyfriend, "Financial aid checks
are in today. Let's go out to
dinner."
A convenience store worker
says she can tell when the
financial aid checks have come in
because the students come to the
store to buy beer.
There was a former student who
while attending Central went
downhill skiing at least every
other weekend when there was
snow. I was curious of his ability
to afford such an expensive sport.
I also enjoy skiing but the ski
rentals and $30 lift tickets are a

tJJonagliatfees
422. N. Pine
925-3102

hindrance. How, you may ask,
could he afford to pay for his
education and have funds to ski.
"I can afford it because of
financial aid," he said.
Incidently, this student dropped
out after a year of school because
he was not a good student. A
year's worth of financial aid was
wasted.
There must be a better way but it
is difficult to discover since needy
students need financial aid to
cover more than just tuition costs.
Can financial aid students be
required to live in universityowned housing so that their rent
will be directly paid for like their
tuition is? This will make the
check given to students for living
expenses smaller. Maybe a
smaller check is what is needed to
discourage waste.
Can we charge financial aid
abusers with misuse of federal
money?
These dishonest students are
harming those truly needy
students who receive financial aid
and use it honestly.
It is disappointing when people
are unwilling to spend money for
an education but are more than
willing to spend it on a case of
beer. What ever happened to
priorities?

at 8th & Chestnut
Ellensburg

$10 STORE
Mon. - Fri. 9:30 to 6:00
Saturday 9:30 to 5:30

Diet Center
Sale ...

HOURS
Tues-Sat 11 :00 am -2:30 pm
5:30 pm -9:30 pm
Fri & Sat, Lite Fare 9:30 pm -midnight
Sunday Brunch 9:00 am -2:30 pm
Closed Mondays

ForCWU
Students
Only
"Diet Center changed
the way I think about
food. I lost 28 pounds
in five weeks, and I'll
keep it off forever."

~

RESERVATIONS
962-5050

Parking Also Available
East of Restaurant

Only The Best Is Good Enough For Our Friends

Kris McKenzie

EASTSIDE AUTOMOTIVE

Diet
Center®
The weight-loss professionals.

103 E. 4th Upstairs
Davidson Building
7:30 a.m. - 6 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

962-6607
Weight loss and speed of loss·will vary with Individual.

© 1991 Diet Center, Inc.

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC
SPECIALIZING IN:
•CARBURETION
•CLUTCHES
•TRANSMISSIONS •BRAKES
•ENGINE REBUILD •TUNE-UPS
•WINDSHIELDS INSTALLED

HOME OF MARTY'S
MOTOR SERVICE
KNOWN FOR
EXPERT WORK

AT REASONABLE RATES

962--8484
500 S. Main - Ellensburg
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GENERAL BOOK DEPARTMENT

Wordstar Software

COME IN AND CHECK US OUT

Lotus Software

At The University Store, we have school supplies, study aids,
CWU clothing, greeting cards, textbooks, computers, art
supplies, children's books, posters and MUCH MORE!

Lotus 1-2-3 2.3 for DOS 3.5" or 5.25"
Lotus 1-2-3 G Dual Media
Lotus 1-2-3 3.1+ for DOS 3.5" or 5.25"
Lotus lmprov
Lotus Freelance Graphics for DOS
Smart Presentations 3.5" or 5.25"
Lotus Symphony R2.2
Integrates spreadsheet, word processing, graphics,
database and communications 3.5" or 5.25"
Lotus Agenda R2.0 Dual Media
The ultimate organization software
Lotus Magellan R2.0 Dual Media
System management
Lotus Works Dual Media
Six applications I easy to use

We sell postage stamps individually or by the book, and we
also have a mailbox in the store.
Looking for a great gift idea? Try our gift certificates!
We offer Apple computers, hardware and software at special
prices for CWU students, faculty and staff. (CWU
identification is required.)
Use our Apple computer laser printer to make copies for 25¢
per page, or use our copy machine for only 10¢ per copy.
Our FAX machine (963-1355) may be used to send or receive
a quick message for a very reasonable charge.
And we accept VISA and Mastercard.

Funk Software

Check Cashing Policy

Funk Sideways
PD Que Combo Dual Media
Wide format printing and print spooler I
Includes FREET-Shirt Offer

1. We cash students' or parents' personal checks for $35 and
checks for $35 over the amount of the purchase.
2. CWU payroll checks may be cashed for $50 over the amount
of the purchase. Other payroll checks must be authorized by a
supervisor.
NOTE: Identification with a picture, along with verification of
student number, is required.

$ 99
$149
$129
$149
$ 99
$149

$ 79

$ 59

Monday-Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Saturday, noon to 4 p.m.
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Aldus PageMaker Scholastic Edition
Extraordinary page layouts 3.5" or 5.25"
Aldus PageMaker Mac 4.01
Includes FREE Dark Castle game
Aldus Persuasion for the Macintosh
Excellent presentations
Aldus Persuasion for DOS 3.5" or 5.25"
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$139

CLOTHING DEPARTMENT

$199

25°/o OFF

$125

ANY TANK TOP
OR SHORTS

$125

EXPIRES 12-6-91

WITH COUPON
CASH VALUE 1/20 CENT

15°/o OFF

.99
$
$ 1.05
$ 1.79
$ 10.19
$ 17.99

3M 3.5" DSDD I pack
3M 5.25" DSDD 2 pack
3M 3.5" DSHD I pack
3M 3.5" DSDD 10 pack with FREE Flip "n" File
3M 3.5" DSHD 10 pack with FREE Flip "n" File

ANY DATED
PLANNERS

EXPIRES 12-6-91

WITH COUPON
CASH VALUE 1/20 CENT

Curtis Accessories
$ 99

$ 99

- ·-

$
$
$
$
$
$

- _1

ANY CWU IMPRINTED

6.49
5.98
9.69
8.95
8.95
8.95

WIREBOUND
NOTEBOOK OR
BINDER
EXPIRES 12-6-91

WITH COUPON
CASH VALUE 1/20 CENT
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15°/o OFF

$ 23.99

Curtis SP-3 Safestrip
Curtis CC-1 Clip
Curtis SP-4 Safe Spot
Curtis KC-1 Keyboard Calculator
Curtis DB-1 5.25" Disk File Holder
Curtis DB-2 3.5" Disk File Holder
Curtis CK-5 3.5" Clean Drive Kit
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Aldus Software
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I

WITH COUPON
CASH VALUE 1/20 CENT

EXPIRES 10-31-91

Diskettes

Lotus Ami Pro Software

Store Hours

ANY DICTIONARY
OR THESAURUS

$ 79

$ 59.95

Lotus Ami Pro for Windows
Includes coupon for FREE RightWriter
intelligent grammar checker
Lotus Ami Pro R 1.2 Dual Media
Ami Pro R2.0 available soon!
FREE upgrade with Rl.2 purchased through 10-25-91

15°/o OFF

$119

Wordstar V6.0
Telecommunications file management, database
3.5" or 5.25"
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SCENE
Student finds rewards in radio
advisor - is being held together by a crew of dedicated
students.
As one of the station's two
music directors, Allen spends
a majority of his time out of
class contacting record companies and developing a play list,
which details the rotation of
selected music a disc jockey is
to play during a shift.
"I've really never kept track
of how much time I spend," he
says. "I get out of class at 10
(a.m.) come (to the station) until
it's time for my next class and
then I come back (to the station) after that."

by Jill Johnson
Scene editor

Some students care about
everything. Other students
care about nothing. And then
there are those who care about
one thing so much that nothing
else seems to matter.
Bryan Allen, a 23-year-old
broadcastjournalism major, is
one such student.
Allen spends several hours a
day working at KCAT,
Central's on-campus radio station. The station - which is
currently without an academic

' Invited to Visit
You re
=-

Art Museum & Gallery
416 N. Pearl St

'f His Art ·
5· John Clymer His Lie,
Thru Oct ·
the Place
N -n 2·• Ellensburg,
"'f".~-- OCt 10- 0 ,.
er
. Christmas at the Clym
Nov 2-Dec 31 •
p ters
ds Jewelry' os
,
.
G 1·rt Shop: Art Car• , Origmal
Art
Limited Edition prmts,

, Hours: Mon-Fri 10-5, 5
Sat-Sun Noon-

Planning a play list that appeals to everyone and preparing the list to be released to
the College Music Journal,
which helps guarantee KCAT
is recognized as a legitimate
campus station, does take time
- time most studen ts would
never commit without credit
or pay.
But, if you were thinking
about feeling sorry for the guy,
don't.
All this hard work and dedication does have its perks.
Such things as free shirts,
concert tickets and extra compact discs all seem to find their
way into Allen's hands.
Last spring Allen was invited
to a party hosted by Polygram
Records. At the party he met
the band Material Issue.
Another benefit is the handson experience he is gaining
doing something he enjoys.
"I like what I am doing, I like
the people and I like spending
time here," he says as he scans
the station's music collection
looking for the next song to
play.
A self-confessed music lover,
Allen seems right at home
surrounded by the station's
albums and CDs and boasts

ru Bryan Allen spends his day working at KCA T radio.
about 200 CDs in his personal
music collection.
From his first music purchase
of Cheap Trick to his most rezent addition, Guns N' Roses,
Allen has a hard time imagining his life without music.
In fact, after graduating he
hopes to get into the management side of radio or perhaps
work with a record company.
Ideally, though, he hopes to
make his living promoting the
band The Divining Rods, which
he manages.
If carrying 15 credits and
keeping all his other activities
afloat seems like a lot for one
college student, keep in mind
there are other members of
KCATs staff doing the same
thing.

Also volunteering their time
to keep the station on the air
are: Larry Bures, station manager; Art Williams, music director; Dan Richter, program
director; Derek Butcher, advertising manager; Jennifer
Rockwood, promotions manager; Scott Rossiter, news director; and Sandra Joslyn, production manager - not to
mention all the DJs.
"One person can't keep this
thing (KCAT) going - if there
was ever a team effort, this is
it," Allen says.
Allen shrugs off the idea that
his involvement with the station is unusual.
''This is what I want to do,
this is what I like - I enjoy it,"
he says.

~ Students
from

BELIEVE IT OR NOT, TRIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.
Excitement and adventure is the course description,
and Army ROTC is the name. It's the one college
elective that builds your self-confidence, develops
your leadership potential and helps you take on the
challe ges of command.
There's no obligation until your junior year, so
there's no reason not to try it out right now.
Find o ut more. Contact Cpt. Brogren at
963-3518.

&MUNDY'S
SHOE STORE
$7000FF
With this coupon
SpecjgtgfR~~ OK

•__________________________ J
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Jet-skiing to the top
by Susan Burke
Staff reporter

The roar of the engines, the
glare of the sun, the tension in
the air - what is it you may
ask? It's the hottest new water
sport around.
It's jet-ski racing.
Jay Middlebrooks, 23, is a senior at Central and a qualifier
for the Jet-Ski World Finals
that take place next month in
Lake Havasu City, Ariz.
Currently, Middlebrooks is
the state leader in the X-2 Novice class, but he expects to reach
the expert level by next year,
and may go pro in a few more
years.
Classes are ranked by the engine being used, and the level
of expertise. The different expertise levels are beginner,
novice, expert and professional.
It was just two and a half
years ago when Middlebrooks

WHAT

got his first taste of jet skiing.
He started racing last year in a
couple of races after some racers he met encouraged him to
enter.
"My favorite thing about the
sport is going fast - I love to
speed," said Middlebrooks with
a grin.
The average racing speed is
between 45 and 4 7 miles per
hour. His least favorite aspects
of the sport - crashing and
mechanical problem.
Tall and trim, Middlebrooks
stays in shape for competitions
by lifting weights and mountain biking.
"I wouldn't have made it to
the World Finals without my
mechanic, Joe Kephart,"
Middlebrooks acknowledged.
In addition to his mechanic,
his support group also includes
his parents, grandparents, and
girlfriend Kelly, who will all be
going to the World Finals with

TYPE

ARE
YO'lt?
Jay Middlebrooks prepares for the Jet-ski World Finals to
be held in November.
fees and wet suits.
Middlebrooks.
Practicing year-round, with
Middlebrooks has two sponthe exception ofDecember and
sors, Production Supply in
January, Middlebrooks preKent, and Kent Kawasaki.
fers practicing at Lake
Both sponsors help provide
Sammamish and Lake Tapps,
parts and support for the two
on the west side of the mounjet skis Middlebrooks comtBins.
petes with.
Production Supply also helps
pay for Middlebrooks' racing

IBM Selectric II Cartridge
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IBM Selectric Model 71

If You're Not Hooked Up With TeleMessaging,
You're Not Hooked In To College Life.

Brother EM 100, 200
Black Correctible

S

o you made it to Central. Now it's time to get hooked
into what's happening around you. By adding new
TeleMessaging service to your phone line, you get all the
benefits of an ordinary answering machine but there's no
equipment to buy, no garbled tapes, and it never needs
repair. All you need is a touch-tone phone. And if other
students have TeleMessaging too, you can pass messages
back and forth, leave specific messages for certain callers
and even send one message to a group of people. All that
·for just a few dollars per month. Don't let college life
pass you by. Give TeleMessaging a try for yourself today.

The quality, capabilities, and
convenience of TeleMessaging
make the ordinary answering
machine obsolete.

Adler Royal Satellite 11
Black Correctible
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NEW
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Qume IV Black Multistrike

TeleMessaging
Available only from

. , Ellensburg
l!il Telephone
- IBM Wheelwriter 3 & 5

305 N. Ruby, Ellensburg • 925-1425

GIVE TELEMESSAGING ATRY YOURSELF... CALL OUR 24 HOUR DEMONSTRATION LINE RIGHT NOW ... 925-8353
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You are invited to visit our styling salon
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The
given
by the Nexxus Representat1've w1·11
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Super Satu.rday
FREE HAIR ANALYSIS

I

& CONSULTATION

I
I
I
I

Present this Coupon
and receive 20% off any
Nexxus products.
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. only

I
I
I

1

bring new life and luster to your hair,
The Nexxus Representative will
present you with a gift when you visit our
salon on all Haircuts given on Nexxus Super
Saturday will be 10% OFF!
Schedule appointments now!

I Register for a

1
I

I
I
I
I
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*
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708 E. 8th (at the Plaza)
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~~
Cover-up Correcting Tape

FREE 43 oz. size ofTherappe Shampoo:)f
Present this coupon and receive 20% off any Nexxu5*
Products. 11to2 only Saturday Oct. 5

Walk-ins will be welcomed.
Looking forwa(d to seeing you.

Sharp ZX 405, XQ 345
Black Correctible

We carry a large selection
of typewriter ribbons,
computer ribbons and
correcting tape. If we
don'thaveyourtype,
we' II special order it.
Come see us for all types
of type, and all types of
corrections.

Jerr ISS
1

•1-or \our

Con~t'nlcnu:

Ol'J-' 3f,1 d.11)1 a ye.tr
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Always In Line
With Style!

Salon
ZUCHI'S

FOR THAT
EXTRAORDINARY LOOK!
We offer you ... the finest
in services and products ...
Precision Hair designfor men and women, sculptured
cutting and creative styling.
Advanced perming, coloring
and highlighting techniques.
Treat yourself... to a WOLFF SYSTEM tan!
We offer three tanning tables with music in a
private, relaxed, unhurried atmosphere.

IIntroducing Salon Zuchi's Design Team'!
~

~

925 - 2320

Next to
Dominos

IVICTORIA'S LACEI
OUR GIFT TO YOU:
RECEIVE $5 OFF ON A $50 PURCHASE
RECEIVE $10 OFF ON A $80 PURCHASE
RECEIVE $20 OFF ON A $150 PURCHASE
RECEIVE $50 OFF ON A $250 PURCHASE
RECEIVE 100 OFF ON A $500 PURCHASE

OPENING
SOON

OPENING
SOON

THINK OF US FOR ALL YOUR GIFTS FOR BOTH
MEN&WOMEN
Charge your order to your internationally accepted VISA or American Express cards.

l!EJEH
406N. PEARL

962-LACE

ELLENSBURG, WA.

ELLENSBURG TAN CO!
• 8 WOLFF TANNING TABLES ·
• 4 BRAND NEW WOLFF TANNING TABLES
•NEWLY REMODELED
• TANNING ·S UPPLIES
• CLEAN-COOL-CLASSY
10 VISITS FOR $20.00
•RELAXING & PRIVATE
W{fHIS COUPON
ELLENSBURG TAN CO.

EARLY MORNING TO LATE APPOINTMENTS
AVAILABLE

103 E4TH

925-3933

UPSTAIRS DAVIDSON
BUILDING

j
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Intern 'Gallups' to success
by Ellen Pope
Staff reporter

Corey Jacobson spent his summer conducting a poll for the
Gallup Organization.

AU10

~

l!!Jffi

COMPLETE AUTO
REPAIR

Corey Jacobson, 22, hit the
jackpot when he applied for an
internship with the Gallup Organization, this summer.
Gallup selected Jacobson, a senior in international business and
marketing, from among 500 applicants nationwide, for one of only
10 coveted positions.
Jacobson spotted a poster at the
Cooperative Education Center and
asked about it. Maxine Herbert,
assistant director of the Cooperative Education Center, made the
initial contact between Gallup and
Jacobson.

have to show up at any specific
time in the morning.
The main thrust of his internship
was a project he completed while
working in a team of three interns.
The title: Are Americans satisfied
with their jobs? Do Americans
prefer to be paid a salary/wage or
by production?
According to his survey, 85 percent of Americans like their jobs.
The remaining 15 percent are unhappy either with their pay or relationship with their employer.
Americans also favor the concept
of pay for production, but don't
want it applied to their jobs.

see

GALLUP/pg. 19

It's Our Birthday Party!

Foreign and Domestic
925-1665
•ENGINES
•BRAKES
•TUNE UPS

Gallup recruiters grilled him in
two separate telephone interviews
during which they searched for a
trait not found by looking ata major
or a GPA. Instead, Jacobson said,
they looked for "woo-ability," a
word used to describe a talent for
salesmanship.
Located in Lincoln, Neb., the
market research firm publishes the
weekly Gallup Poll, a survey of
public opinion on current events.
Jacobson touts his eight-week internship as "a tremendous experience," saying it was demanding but
also rewarding and fun.
"I worked 50-60 hours a week,"
Jacobson said - but he was given
flexible hours which meant he didn't

We 're celebrating 37 years in the Kittitas community
giving you fashions, gifts and service. Thank you for
supporting us.

•TRANSMISSIONS
•CLUTCHES

OPEN A BERRY'S CHARGE

Open Saturdays

l"*'~I

Canyon Rd., next to Les Schwab

.

Save 25% on the following fashions

·U PTO

UPTO

$5.00

$8.00

•Women's turtlenecks in new fall colors
•Junior Denims
•Men's Russell active wear
•Fleece shirts by Saturdays, Bugle Boy, and Gotcha
•Women's earrings and glasswear

OFF
TUNEUP ·

OFF
TUNEUP

•501 Levi's, always popular, only $19.99
•Camisoles, many colors, now $12.00
•Cottler slacks, several styles, and colors, save 30%

&
LUBE, OIL, FILTER

Expires 10-31-91

All mechandise is from Regular Stock, not brought in for
this Special Anniversary Event.

Expires 10-31-91

Personal charge and bank
cards welcome

925-3124

fAMllY DAIRY

OUR FARM FRESH
DAIRY MILK IS
ENVIRONMENTALLY
KIND WHEN
PURCHASED
AT THE DAIRY IN
REFILLABLE
GLASS,BOTTLES*
ELLENSBURG, WASHINGTON 98926

WINEGAR Milk also available at

AAlbertsons·

On the country side ofW. 15th
419 W. 15th Ave.

~SERVE·U

(six blocks west of the library)

Open Mon. - Sat. 3:30 to 6:30

925-1821

7-Eleven

FDDDB

"$1.00 DEPOSIT ON ALL GLASS BOTTLES

We are here or you!
1991-92 ASCWU Board of Directors

I

L
D

Eric Peter
President

Dan Sutich
Executive Vice President

Alana Hastings
Gisella Zuniga
Representative to Clubs and Organizations Representative to SUB Facilities

Vic~

Bryce Seibel
President For Political Affairs

Chio Simmons
Representative to the Faculty Senate

Tracy Veness
Representative to Student Living

Don't be a stranger!
We invite you to come in and share your ideas. Stop by and introduce yourself-You're always welcome.

c

Safety Escort Service At
CWU?

Bulletin Board ...

FACT: WWU, WSU, and UW have safety
escort services.

A

f

FACT: CWU doesn't.
FACT: Out of 497 universities across
the nation, 85% have safety
escort services.

('

BOD Meeti~%c;l'~' suB \03

T

QUESTION: Do you feel safe walking
alone at night?

Mon, Qct /, .

•

~E N{eetin~

SUB 20s
CLUB sEN~
9 3·00 J)tn,
Wed, act. , .

Come share your opinions about a CWU safety
~scort service at our next .meeting
Tuesday, October 8, in SUB 103 at 3:00 pm.
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DON'T END UP LIKE THIS!

~y suB 106. G LEADERS ...
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··EMERGlN
UB 106.
.
.
and info at S
class standing.

ELLENSBURG, WA
UNABLE TO FORWARD
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KEEP YOUR ADDRESS
UP-TO-DATE
SEE YOUR REGISTRAR'S OFFICE

STUDENTS
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CENTRAL

WASHINGTON

SUB 106

963-1693
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'Another Carnival'
comes to Central

PRO: Sport costly, sponsors needed

What's
Happening
In Music•..
• Tonight at 8 p.m.
at Hertz Recital Hall
"Perception of Music"
Lecture by Physicist
Thomas Rossing
• Tuesday Oct. 8 at 8 p.m.
at Spurgeon Gallery,
Randall Hall
"An 18th Century
Viennese Evening''
• \VednesdayOct. 9
at 8 p.m.
at Hertz Recital Hall
Faculty Recital Series
Featuring Sidney
N esselroad, baritone.

In Art ...
• Sunday Oct. 6
from 1-5 p.m,
Randall Hall
Public Reception for
the George Stillman
art exhibit

from page 15
But while at school he practices on the Yakima River near
Selah.
Middlebrooks will graduate
this year in graphic design.
He has recently designed two
brochures for Central, including the new brochure for Cooperative Education.
After graduation he hopes to

Anew band
promises to
deliver an
R.E.M. sound
by Jill Johnson
Scene editor

During his internship he
ined with the prei?ident
allup and the president of
RI, Gallup's parent company.
Jacobson, who is from
nnewick, has been offered a
osition with Gallup upon
aduationfrom Qentral.
"Galhip
defiri.ifely one Bf
ytop choices," he said in ref.;
rerice to the job offer- bu:t he
·5 also planning on interview'ng with other fimis.
"Employers are screamingfof.:

of

is

employees with a track record,
said Herbert.
Therefore, internships are th
answer ·not just for student
seeking to synthesize thei
academic studies<and achi.a
work experience, but for em
ployers seekiiig experience
personnel.
As a result ofJacobson s sue
. cesswith Gallup he was nomi
riated as ''Outstanding :Coop
erative Education Student,"
nomin.atiori which may lead
an award by the Northwes
Cooperative Education Asso
· ciation.
1

A new band has emerged on
the music front - a new band
with a not-so-new sound.
Another Carnival, a fourman band from Eau Clair, Wis.,
is "reminiscent of the Rolling
Stones or R.E.M.," or so they
claim.
Their debut album, "Enjoy
The Ride" (to be released Oct.
8), is guitar-influenced and
filled with strong harmonies,
elements that work together to
deliver some good straightforward all-American rock 'n' roll.
On first listen Another
Carnival's harmonies and

r-------------------------,
lf.)iiJ•i••t~l#\IJ;t•>P•
:
EARN

catchy melodies may remind
those of another alternative
band, the BoDeans.
On second listen the band's
weak lyrics and poor vocals
might bring to mind something
you and your friends recorded
in the garage.
"Here all the treasures of the
world/and there's nothing here
worth taking/ Yeah! there's
nothing here worth taking''
Lyrically that's about as good
as they get.
However, since this is the
band's first national release,
these types of adolescent lyrics are to be expected.
Fortunately, this band's
troubles with lyrics and vocals
are nothing experience won't
cure.
Copies
of
Another
Carnival's demo-tape will be
made available - if you are
interested, pick on-.; up. Then
take it home, sit back, listen
and "Enjoy the Ride."
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSI1Y
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Film..•

divide his time between
graphic design and jet-ski racing.
He hopes that graphic design
will help cover the costs of
racing fees, wet suits, mechanical equipment, travel
and other gear - costs that
cari quickly add up.
Middlebrooks said he would
like to get more sponso!'s so he
can spend more time practicing. Any takers?
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962-3587
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Pack Sacks

Canvas
Book s9.95

CREDIT

PROGRAMS IN:

• Sunday Oct. 6 at 7 p.m.
at McConnell Auditorium
Classic Film Series
"Story of \V omen"
Tickets: $2.50 ea./$12 qtr.

AVIGNON
COLOGNE
LONDON
SIENA

Duffie Bags
$16.95
to

~o~
c.ip<?S RUBBL
Good used
household
furnishings,
glassware,
tables, beds,
etc.
925-9047

305 N. Pine

(

r-...Ohlli $24.95

CONTACT
OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

.....................................................................................................1

COPYRIGHT POLICY FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Appropriate Use of University Information Technology Resources Policy

2-2.8 Copyright poljcy for comm1ter pmmms
It is the policy of Central Washington University to adhere to the
provisions of copyright laws in the area of computer programs.
Though there continues to be controversy regarding interpretation of
those copyright laws, the following procedures represent a sincere
effort to operate legally. Therefore, in an effort to discourage violation
of copyright laws and to prevent such illegal activities:

2-2.8.1
University faculty. administrators, staff, and students will be expected
to adhere to the provisions of Section 117 of Title 17 of the United
States Code to allow for the making of a backup copy of computer
programs. That statute states, in part:
" ... it is not an infringement for the owner of a copy of a computer
program to make or authorize the making of another copy or
adaptation of that computer program provided:

All University faculty, administrators, staff, and students, by virtue of their use
of Central Washington University infonnation technology resources, accept
the responsibility of using these resources only for appropriate University
activities.
Infonnation technology resources include computing, telephony, and
television/video resources.
* Computing resources are defined as computing staff, hardware, s:>ftware,
networks (including the "B" jack), laboratories, databases, files, information,
licenses. contracts, network bandwidth. funds, uscmames, passwords,
documentation, disks, and tapes.

* Telephony resources are defined as staff, hardware, software, networks
(including the "A" jack), switches, telephones, answering machines, wiring
panels, files. information, licenses, contracts, network bandwidth, funds, and
documentation.

* Television/video resources are defined as staff, hardware, networks

a. That such a new copy or adaptation is created as an essential step in
the utilization of the computer program in conjunction with a machine
and that it is used in no other manner, or

(including the video jack). video cameras, video tape, production and postproduction equipment and facilities, laboratories, licenses, contracts, network
bandwidth, funds, and documentation.

b. That such a new copy and adaptation is for archival purposes only
and that all archival copies are destroyed in the event that continued
possession of that computer program should cease to be rightful."

Appropriate !Jniversity activities include:

Welcome C.W.U.
Students
we are your
source for
instruments
and supplies

When software is to be used on a disk sharing system, efforts will be
made to secure this software from copying.

2-2.8.3
University owned or licensed software may not be used, copied, or
disnibuted in any manner in violation of license agreements or laws.
University computing resources and computing resources used on
University propeny may not be used in any manner to copy or
distribute software in violation of license agreements or laws.

• All appropriate information technology activities of enrolled students
directly related to class assignments from University faculty;
• All appropriate information technology activities of the faculty,
administrators, and staff directly related to instruction, research, public service,
and administration;

* Extra-ordinary information technology activities as may from time to time be
approved in writing in advance by the appropriate infonnation technology
resource director to addr~ss special needs.
Appropriate University activities do not include activities such as:

2-2.8.4

• Commercial use;

The legal or insurance protection of the University will not be
extended to faculty, administrators, staff, and students who violate
copyright laws.

• Personal use unrelated to University activity;

2-2.8.5
Nothing in this policy shall be deemed to apply to computer programs
or software products which lie within the public domain.

* Uses of information technology resources (even is appropriate protection has
not been provided) which:
• Waste, misuse, or abuse information technology resources;
*Maliciously destroy, alter, or make inaccessible information technology
resources or information technology-based information or the integrity thereof;

217 N. PINE
962-5785

(This is a paid advertisement)

Users who are uncertain about the propriety of a panicular use should
request an interpretation and approval from the appropriate information
technology resource director in writing in advance.
There are various other policies, laws, and licenses related to
information technology resources including the following:

* The section of the Faculty Code on Consulting and Outside Work.
•The University's Policy on Copyright and Royalties.

2-2.8.2

NORTH PINE
MUSIC CO.

i:
~
:

963-3612

OR CALL
AMERICAN HERITAGE ASSOCIATION 1-800-654-2051

* The University's Copyright Policy for Computer Programs.
• Section I 030 of the U.S. Criminal Code, the 1986 Computer Fraud
and Abuse Act.
•The Copyright Act of 1976.
•The State of Washington Telecommunications Fraud Act of 1990
(SSB 6572).
• Licenses for computer software.
Computer Services is responsible for insuring that the University's
computing resources are properly used and protected. It makes every
reasonable effort to maintain the integrity, security, and privacy of the
resources and of users' electronic files, mail, records, and activities.
Viruses, "hacker" attacks, ''Trojan Horse", and account intrusion may
trigger alam1 that result in more intensive investigations by Computer
Services to insure the security of our computing resources.
When appropriate and with good reason, authorities (faculty, managers,
auditors, etc.) may examine user's computer files, electronic mail,
activities, records, etc. Misuse or abuse of information technology
resources may result in the immediate suspension of all infonnation
technology privileges and referral to appropriate authorities.

In order to monitor such examination, there is hereby established an
oversight committee composed of the Associate Provost, The Chair of
the Faculty Senate, the Business Manager, the President of the ASCWU
Board of Directors, and the Chair of the Academic Computing
Committee, who will chair the Oversight Committee and report to the
President. The purpose of the committee is to provide for an
independent, periodic review of the use of the examination authority
described in the above paragraph. Those exercising examination
authority will submit to Committee after-the-fact a notice of such
examination and the reason therefore. The committee will not have
authority to approve, disapprove, or direct examinations bllt will limit
itself to a review of such examinations. and may at its discretion make
reports to the President.
Approved by the President's Advisory Council: October 5, 1990.

•Compromise the security, rights, or privacy of the University, people, or
their information technology resources.

i
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SPORTS
No. 1 ranked 'Cats keep rolling
by Greg L. Miller
Sports editor

Central Washington, starting
the season as the No. 1 ranked
NAIADivision II team, continued its winning ways last week,
by blowing away Western Oregon 38-7.
The Wildcats will now kick off
their home opener this Saturday against the Pacific Boxers.
Game time is scheduled for 1:30
p.m.
Against the Wolves, Central
dominated play on both sides
of the ball.
The Wildcats compiled 488
yards of total offense, 273 of
those on the ground; while allowing just 186 defensively.
Quarterback Ken Stradley
scored the 'Cats first two
touchdowns on runs of nine
and four yards in the first
quarter to put Central ahead
14-0.
With the Wolves trailing in
the second period, a blown
Wildcat defensive assignment
led to Western Oregon's lone
score of the game.
"It took us a little while to
adjust to the flow of the game,"
Coach Mike Dunbar said.
After that lapse, Central took
control and didn't let up until
the final gun.
Kenny Thompson scored the
Wildcats third touchdown of
the game late in the second
quarter to put the 'Cats comfortably ahead at halftime 21-

FOOTBALL

"All the ranking
says is our team's
potential. I just
hope we're their in
December."
-Head Coach Mike
Dunbar

win, the Wolves had some limited success runningthe option
in the first half, and also were
able to intercept Stradley three
times in the game.
Even with the interceptions,
Stradley still was optimistic
about his performance.
"Every quarterback is going
to have those types of days.
You just have to deal with it
and learn from it."
"I need to make better reads
and get rid of the ball quicker,"
Stradley said.
Other standout performances
in the game were turned in by
cornerback James Mitchell and
receiver Dick Gallaher.
Mitchell blocked his seventh
career punt in the first quarter,
adding to his own record for
most career blocked punts in
the Columbia Football Association.
Mitchell came close to blocking the Wolves first punt, butit
7.
was on their second punt when
In the second half two more Western Oregon's punter
touchdown runs by Thompson, dropped the ball, that Mitchell
a 16-yard touchdown pass by was able to run in and stuff the
Stradley and a 40 yard field kick and recover the ball for
goal, rounded out Central's the 'Cats, which eventually set
scoring.
up another touchdown.
Even with Central's 31-point "I just try to take a good angle

Chris Seeley/The Observer

· Central coach Mike Dunbar (left) looks on at his top ranked Wildcats Tuesday, in ~repara
tion for this week's game against Pacific. In the photo, Beau Baldwin hands of to Shane
Sadler as Mark Andrews anCI starting quarterback Ken Stradley looks on.

towards the punter," Mitchell
said.
"He (the punter) dropped the
ball, and I was able to get in his
face and block the punt."
Gallaher the Wildcat's tight
end, had the biggest game of
his collegiate career in the
game, catching a team high
four passes for 91 yards and
recording his first career
touchdown.
"We take whatever the defense gives us," Gallaher said.
The Wolves defensive scheme
allowed Central to use the tight
end effectively throughout the
game.
On one of the tight end's receptions in the first quarter,
Gallaher ducked his head and

blew off three would-be tacklers, en-route to gaining over
20-yards on the play.
The Wildcats are definetely
not getting complacent about
themselves this year, even with
their No. 1 ranking and the
fact they've outscored their first
two opponents by the combined
score of 81-14.
After assuming the number
No.1 ranking from Oct. 1 until
the semi-finals of the playoffs
last year, the Wildcats know
that the only ranking that's
important is the one at the end
of the season.
"The pressure ofbeing ranked
No. 1 isn't as great as it was
last year," said running back
Tyson Raley.

"You can never say you're the
best team in the nation until
you've won the championship."
Coach Dunbar said the team
hasn't talked much about it
(being the N o.1 ranked team).
"All the ranking says is our
team's potential. I just hope
were their in December." he
said.
Dunbar said that the team's
senior leadership and maturity can carry the team past
the hype and the headlines of
being ranked No. 1.
"We need to perform at our
level and not worry about anyone else," Dunbar said.
"Just take the season one step
at a time and not overlook
anyone."

Lady 'Cats rip Spokane 4-1,
look ahead to Portland State
by Courtney Daisley
Staff reporter

WOMEN'S SOCCER

"Our team played
better than we
ever have before.
We were thinking
about the game
and really focusing on playing
together."
-Team member
Tanna Sulivan

The Wildcats' women' soccer the scoreboard.
Erin Montgomery scored the
team has reached what could
be a major turning point in its Wildcats lone goal at the end of
the first half to tie the score at
season.
Although they haven't tech- 1-1.
In the second half the 'Cats
nically been eliminated from
playoffcontention, thenextfew were unable to overtake
games could be the deciding Gonzaga, but did manage to
factors between a trip to the take 26 shots on goal showing
playoffs or a quiet end to a long a consistent, aggressive offensive attack.
season.
Sunday saw Central host anThe Wildcats' next match will
be against Portland State in other non-league game against
Spokane Community College. went so well because the team
Ellensburg on Saturday.
The Wildcats, showing dra- was beginning to take the shots
Last Saturday's non-league
match against Gonzaga Uni- matic improvement from they should have been taking
versity ended in defeat for Saturday's game, stomped SCC long ago.
Coach Bill Baker also said
Central as they lost 2-1 in a 4-1.
game that the Wildcats domiAccording to Sloan Harris, a the team was beginning to come
nated in every way except on senior from Puyallup, the game toegether as a team.

"Our team played better than
·we ever have before. We were
thinking about the game and
really focusing on playing together," said Tanna Sulivan, a
junior from Maple Valley.
Instead of playing individually, the team pulled together
to create the strength they
needed to beat SCC with Harris helping to lead the way.
Harris, a nationally-ranked
goal keeper who has played for
Central for the past four years,
attributed much of Central's
win to the players' concentration and unity.
"We were in the goal. Instead
of passing or playing around,
we were taking the shots," she
said.
The Wildcats' new defense
may also prove to be a strong
force in future matches. The

defense, known as a hard defense, involves keeping the ball
on the opposing side of the field
at all times.
The only time the ball should
leave the opposing side of the
field is on a breakaway. Fortunately, the Wildcats dominated
the ball forcing sec into submission.
Jennifer Cadden led Central
in the game by scoring two goals
and two assists. Erin Murphy
also contributed with a spectacular header for a goal and
also had one assist.
Marci Mitchell, assisted by
Cadden, also scored to round
out the team's four goals.
Central's conference standing remains at 1-1-1, but with
the team's improved play, their
chances for a playoff spot remain alive.
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Soccer team eyes playoff spot
by Ron Munson

MEN'S SOCCER

Staff Reporter

Central's men's soccer team,
which leads both the Northwest Collegiate Soccer Conference, Cascade Division and the
NAIA District 1, Southern Division, hosts Portland State in
a non-conference matchup
Saturday at 3 p.m. at
Tomlinson Field.
At Portland State, the men's
soccer program is a club sport.
Next year they will be joining
the NAIA District 1.
Although the game does not
count for divisional or district
standings, Central is preparing for the game in the usual
way.
"It will be a good tune-up game
for us," said Wildcats coach
Greg Sambrano.
Central is coming off a twogame losing streak, though
neither game counts in the
standings. Central has a 3-1
record in the conference.
The 'Cats are still undefeated
in districts, at 2-0.
In Saturday's contest, against
Western Washington University, Central nearly upset the
defending Olympic division
champions and No. 9-ranked
team in the nation.
Central was able to dominate
WWU throughout the game,
controllingthe pace ofthe game
while also out-shooting their
nationally-ranked opponents.
After a scoreless first half,
Central' s Clint Manny was able

''We showed we
can play with the
top teams."
-Winger Rick
Mullins
to break the tie with a goal,
enabling the Wildcats to go on
top 1-0.
Mike Rundquist assisted on
the goal, and with 15 minutes
left in the game it looked as if
the 'Cats might be able to pull
out the win.
Unfortunately the Vikings
had other ideas, and after being shut out for most of the
game, WWU scored two goals
in the game's final minutes for
a 2-1 win.
Even with the loss, the game
still provided hope for the team
in its drive to the playoffs.
"This game sets the tone for
the rest of the season and the
playoffs," said winger Rick
Mullins.
Mullins, who transferred from
Spokane Falls Community
College last year, saw the game
as a positive change in the right
direction for the Wildcats.
"We needed to play good
against Western," Mullins said.
''We showed we can play with
the top teams."

Jay Tholllas

925~i~33s

Football Shoes

Lycra Shorts

Sunglasses

Nike - Adidas - Puma

Good Assortment

Ski Optics

50% to 75%

25%

40%

Off Retail

Off Retail

COLUMBIA SKI PARKAS
NEW STYLES - COLORS - SELECTIONS

25%~!!an

3 DAYS ONLY
Oct. 3, 4, 5

I
1

It's a two-way street. You help us meet
the plasma needs of the sick and
injured and we'll help you earn
extra income.

Alpha
BRING AD FOR
NEWDONOR$5
BONUS!

26 S. 2nd St., Yakima, 457-7878
,, ______________________
,
Hours: 7 a.m. - 3 p.m. Tuesday - Saturday

I

outs.
On the offensive side, senior
Eric Sime ranks second in the - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
conference with eight points
on four goals. Right on his heels
is junior Flo Ghighina, who
PILOTS/STUDENTS
ranks third with seven po in ts
FLIGHT INSTRUCTION
on three goals and one assist.
The 'Cats have been shut out
-GROUND SCHOOL
only twice this season.
by Retired Airline PilotSo far this season the Wildcats
Learn to Do It Right
have outscored their opp on en ts
19-10. They· have also outfouled opponents 194-160
through 10 games .

Off Retail

,----------------------,
BE A PLASMA DONOR
~

I
I

The Wildcats have only two
district games left on its schedule. An away game at Pacific
Lutheran University, and
home against Whitworth.
A win against Whitworth
would assure Central its firstever post-season berth.
The 'Cats finished third last
year.
Freshman goalie Kevin
Steenis leads the conference
having allowed only 10 goals in
10 games. Steenis also leads
the division with three shut-

Discount skis and sports
411 N. Pine - 925-9134

9 am-2 pm
2nd floor Breezeway between
Michaelsen and Randall

with
Student
l.D.
Only

Central's Rick Mullins and teammates Mike Drechsler and D~n Chase get into a scuffle
with a Western la er in the Wildcats 2-1 home loss to the V1kin s lasfSaturda .

.FOUR SEASONS

Espresso
Available
The
SUB Satellite

EARN UP TO $106 A MONTH

Walt Atkinson/The Observer

SKIS

RAICHLE SKI BOOTS

Reg.

Sale

K2 TRC COMP 1991

395.00

280.00

R.E. VIVA

190.00 123.50

K2 PS 6.7

300.00 160.00

R.E. 270

230.00 149.50

BLIZZARD FIREBIRD

275.00 137.50

R.E. 377

280.00 182.00

ELAN#975

265.00 109.95

R.X. 670

330.00 214.50

BLIZZARD SPRINT

220.00 75.00

LADY PRO

340.00 170.00

Reg.

Sale

SKIWEAR
•BIBS

•STRETCH PANTS

•HATS

•GLOVES

•TURTLENECKS

•UNDERWEAR

SAVE 15% TO 50%
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Spik':'rs hand defending
d1str1ct champs first loss
by Courtney Daisley
Staff reporter

Central sports,
The Observer
and you.
It just doesn't get
any better than this!

VOLLEYBALL

Last week proved to be an
exceptional one for the Lady
'Cats volleyball team.
The match against Western
Washington University Sept.
24, led off what Coach John
Pearson described as a critical
week for Central's volleyball
season.
The Wildcats beat District 1
champion WWU 15-9 16-14
15-7 in a thrilling horn~ match
win.
Much ofCentral's victory can
be attributed to Michelle
Hiebert, a seniorfrom Yakima's
East Valley.
Reibert led the 'Cats in a
come-from-behind victory as
she scored six straight points
in the middle game ofthe match
to help stake the Wildcats to a
14-10 lead.
Reibert also succeeded in
slamming 22 perfect serves
across the net. Out of 152
serving chances this fall
Hei~ert has made only tw~
servmg errors.

FAX SERVICE 962-2719

The Wildcats have a strong,
well-rounded team with players such as Danielle Wingerter,
Barb Shuel, and Lisa Huff accompanying Hiebert as recordbreaking leaders.
Wingerter, a senior from
Yakima's Davis High School
and Yakima Valley Community College, ranks second on
the team in hitting percentage
with a 29.3 mark.
She has also had 21 successful blocks, placing her first
among her teammates in that
category.
Shue} leads the team with a
total of 90 digs and ranks second among her teammates with
20 blocks.
Huff, another senior from Oak
Harbor - Skagit Valley Community College, leads her team
under the kill category with a
staggering 92 kills.
She also leads the team in
serving aces with 17
The Lady 'Cats also played
ADOPTION: Give your baby a
loving home! We are a married
couple who can't have children
building a family by adoption'.
Please let us help. Call our
attorney Joan collect (206} 7285858, ask for file #9256.

the

COJPF

• FULL SERVICE • . shop

WANT TO BUY A CAR! Smalleconomical on gas-American
made-approximately $500. 9642420 after 6:30 p.m. only.

We do the work for you!
WE NOW MAKE BANNERS & POSTERS!!

Lewis-Clark State at home on
Friday and again came a way
victorious.
The Wildcats defeated LewisCl~rk, 15-8,15-5,15-13 in a
swift match, in which all the
'Cat players were able to boost
their personal statistics.
With the two league victories
the. Lady 'Ca~s were temporanly able to climb into a threeway tie for first place in the
District 1 standings with a 9-4
record.
In late action Monday night
the 'Cats gave up a tough four
set match to the University of
Puget Sound Loggers.
· The Loggers with the win
handed Central its first District 1 loss of the year, in winning the match14-16, 15-8, 1614, 15-9.
The third set proved to be
the crucial turningpointin the
match as the Loggers were able
to hold off the Wildcats 16-14.
The win lifted the Loggers
record to 2-1 in district play.
Shuel led the Lady'Cats with
12kills, and Shana Pepper
contributed 11 in the loss.

The Observer

X-Country
teani takes
second at
PLUnieet
MEN'S CROSS
COUNTRY
by Greg L. Miller
Sports editor

Central's men's cross country
team raced to a second place
finish in the seven team Pacific
Lutheran University Invitational meet last Saturday.
The Wildcat's will travel to
Fort Casey this Saturday for
their next meet.
Cande Gonzalez and Brad
Hooper finished seventh and
eighth respectively to pace the
Wildcats.
..
_Gonzalez finished the eight
kilometer course in 26 minutes
28 seconds, with Hooper finishing just two seconds behind
at 28:30.
The Wildcats trailed only
Western Oregon, who finished
with a total of 60 points. The
'Cats ended up with 61 points.

STUDENTS
WANTED!
EARN UPTO
$10 I HR.
Make your own hours--make
excellent money marketing
credit cards on your campus

CALL 1-800-950-8472 ext. 20

Wide assortment of paper sizes,colors and textures.
Also Available
Transparencies
Comb Binding
Velo Binding
Enlargements
Class Packets

Lamination
Self-Adhesive Labels
Perforating
Reductions
Carbonless Forms

Stapling
Folding
Collating
Cutting
Padding

Over-Sized Copies • Color Copies
Macintosh Services & Laser Prints

608 LIGHTNINGS (1990/91)
159.95 + ta>c/shipping
ORDER by phone
1-800-922-2038

COME SEE l:fS AT:

THE COPY SHOP
5th & Ruby, Ellensburg

Credit Cards Accepted

962-2679 • 962-COPY

OUTDOOR RECREATIONAL SPORTS
1544 N. Wenatchee Ave. Wenatchee, Wa. 91;1801
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Choices include our golden french
toast or a fresh ham and cheese
omelet.

i
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Located at the West
Interchange
Open 6 am to midnight

••

Welcome Back Wildcats

••~ Free 1st Visit at Hans' Gym

Breakfast Special! ~
~ 7 Deliciou~ Specials~
Starting at $1.99.
Mon-Fri 6 am to 10 am
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Hans' can set up any
•Olympic Free Weights and
weight training program
Centerline Equipment
you need or want from
•Stair Climbers
toning to building-up,
•Life Cycles
including sports
•Wolff Tanning System
training.
•Personalized Training
•Nutritional Supplements
•Step Aerobics
Student Rate: $20/mo.
More info:
962-9277
208 w 5th

for Aerobics or weights,
Adult Rate $22.50/mo.

Open: Mon-Fri: 6am-10pm, Sat: 10am-5pm, Sun: lpm-Spm
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Fulfill all your communications
requirements with one course.
A1MI' STUDENT

SAVER PLUS

If you're looking for a simple way to handle all of your communications needs, theres one prerequisite.Join AT&T Student Saver

Plus. You'll be able to get a line of products and services
designed
specificallyf to save college students time and money. D Our Reach Out® America Calling
.

Planst could save you money, no matter

anywhere to anywhere.

w~.e:•.~.:

and when you call. And the AT&T Calling Card* makes it easy to call from almost

And with AT&T, you'll always get the most reliable long distance service. D Plus, if you register for any of our

services-or if you're already an AT&T customer-you'll get

-um

a free hour's worth ofAT&T long distance calling! ' As well as discounts on all kinds of

things all year round. D So ask about AT&T Student Saver Plus. You'll find that for this communications course, we did our homework.

Join AT&T Student Saver Plus today. Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4810.
tThis service is available for off-campus students only.
•May not be usable at all on-campus phones.
..Good for one hour of direct·dialed, coast-to-coast, night and weekend calling, based on prices effective 2/16/91. Offer limited to one
$8.25 AT&T Long Distance Certificate per student. Offer valid through June 30, 1992.
©1991 AT&T

WHEN YOU GET THE MUNCHIES ...... .
Now Carrying
.Assorted Bags
of
HITS THE
Millstone
SPOT!
Coffee
And we're right
With In Added 1ouch

925-2467

8th & Chestnut

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Sun. 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.

across the street
from Campus
ROBBE GILMOUR & STAFF LOOK
FORWARD TO SEEING YOU!

Gourmet Ice Cream

Hiiagen·Dms
, Bars & Pints

II:

Ben & Jerry's

Honey

peace pops
& Assorted Pints

Hill
Farms

frozen
yogurt

Dreyer' s Quarts
I Matterhorns
·Deli

·25 Ft. of Chips· ·Fresh Fruit

·Ice

·Beverages

·Bakery Dept.

·Health & Beauty Dept.

Award-Winning
Hometown Pizza
MAKE

MAMA

pizza
place

HAPPY!

pizza
place

FRAZZINI'~

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS

In the Plaza
716 E. 8th Ellensburg

PIZZA!

r·····················•
·---------------------0
LARGE (16") PIZZA
: $300 OFF
$2° oFF
:
.
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ANY LARGE (16") PIZZA

ANY MEDIUM (13") PIZZA

DINE IN • CARRY OUT
FAST• SAFE DELIVERY

EXPIRES OCT. 31, 1991

Frazzini's
Pizza Place
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

I
I
I
·I
I
I
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---------------------ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA

I

:

MEDIUM PRICE

:

I

DINE IN • CARRY OUT
FAST• SAFE DELIVERY

I

:

I
I

:
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I
EXPIRES OCT. 31, 1991

WITH THIS COUPON ONLY

$4.49

Frazzini's Pizza Place
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

:

Frazzini's
Pizza Place
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

1

--------------------Frazzini's is the Place for Football
Come see ALL Televised NFL
and Collegiate Football Games
on Big Screen
Enter Drawing to Win IFREE
Husky and Seahawk Tickets!!

Every Tuesday 5 - 8 PM
$4.99 PER PERSON
INCLUDES "DESSERT' PIZZA ALSO!

925-9855

:

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
During the Games

•
•
•
•
•

Eojoyriappy Hour
Beverages and
Large (16hJ Pizza for
Medium Price

••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •
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